New Adventures in Learning
Spring 2024 Classes
February 5th to April 18th

Online classes are identified by ZOOM in their title. All other classes are in person at the Sun Lakes Center.

'New Adventures in Learning' and 'New Frontiers in Life-long Learning' are collaborating to share some online classes. The collaborated classes are indicated using a '-NA' or '-NF' extension to the class ID.

-NF - class presented by New Frontiers in Life-long Learning
-NA - class presented by New Adventures in Learning

S0457C - How a Humble Quilt Transcends Into Artistic Expression
S0521C - Adapting to a Warmer World
S0529C - Introduction to Deepwater Drilling in the Gulf of Mexico
S0534C - Explorers and their machines
S0540Z-NA - Adapting to a Warmer World (ZOOM)
S0571Z-NF - Geographical Wonders of the World (ZOOM)
S0608Z-NA - Internet Search - Tips, Tricks & AI (ZOOM)
S0609C - Internet Search - Tips, Tricks & AI
S0617Z-NA - AI Artificial Intelligence (ZOOM)
S0620C - Using FREE Online Library Resources
S0710C - Chair Yoga
S0711C - Chair Yoga and More
S0904C - Animal Cruelty 101
S0959C - Executor Preparedness
S0960C - Mythbusters
S0961C - Empowering Others to Be Your Healthcare Advocate in a Crisis
S1058C - Exploring the Diamonds: Major League Ballparks
S1065C - How To Play Hand & Foot
S1179Z-NF - Ireland and Northern Ireland: Great Tours (ZOOM)
S1212C - I Am From - An Exploration of Identity
S1215C - Conversational Spanish 4
S1250C - Introduction to the Italian Language
S1251C - Sprechen Sie Deutsch
S1316C - Meet My Friend from Sierra Leone
S1345C - Gong Xi Fa Cai or Gung Hay Fat Choy? Happy New Year!
S1366Z-NF - Afghanistan Update In Person & Online (ZOOM)